A cut a with respect to A and B is a collection of nodes and edges of positive capacity of the network, such that every route from A to B has either a node or a stage belonging to a. For any set r of nodes and edges of the network, the capacity k(v) of the set T is the sum of the capacities of its constituent elements. If S and S r are complementary subsets of N, and Q s is the set of all cuts with respect to S and S', then the capacity fc(S, S f ) of the partition (S, S f ) is defined fc(S, S') = ininfc(<7).
A yZow on the network [N, c, c*] is defined to be a real valued function /(#, ?/), x,y e N> such that
for all a?, 7/ e JV, where the summations are over all elements of N, and 
If / is a flow such that f(N, x) = 0 unless x = s or x = s', we say that / is a flow from s to s r whose value is /(s, N). (We denote a one-element set by its unique element.) The max flow-min cut theorem ( [2] , [4] , [5] , [6] 
A demand d is said to be feasible if there is a flow / such that
THEOREM 2. The demand d on the network [AT, c, c*] is feasible if, and only if for every subset S of N,
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For if d is feasible, then there is a flow / such that,
and
To prove sufficiency we follow Gale [6] 
Let [/ r and U~ denote the sets of nodes x of N for which d(x) > 0 and d(x) < 0, respectively. We shall show that (5) 
Now if x e S r f] U~, then x $ 0. But s 6 S, x e S', and c (s, #) = -d(o;) 0. Hence either s e 0 ov sx e 0. But k(d) was assumed finite
, and e*(s) = 00; so sx 6 J. More precisely, s# 6 0 S . Hence (7) k
(0 s )^ -d(S'f) U-).
If x e S n £7 Adding (6), (7) and (8), we get
This proves the lemma, and hence the theorem.
3. An application. The max flow-min cut theorem and the feasibility theorem hold when the functions d, c, c* and /, instead of being real-valued, have values from an arbitrary ordered Abelian group. It is the case of integer-valued flows, capacities, and demands, that is useful in proving combinatorial and graph theoretic results ( [2] , [6] ), and which we shall use in this section.
A path from a to b in a directed graph G is a sequence of nodes a lf a 2 , • • •, a r , with a ± = a and a r = 6, such that there is an arc of G directed from a x to a i+1 , i = 1, • • •, r -1. The ordered pair of nodes a t a i+1 is called the ith. step of the path. If A is a subset of the nodes of G, then \A\ denotes the number of elements in A. If A and B are two disjoint subsets of nodes of G, then a path from a node in A to a node in B is called a path from A to 2?. In particular, the arc xy is an arc from A to B if x e A and y e B. Two paths, or two arcs, will be termed disjoint if they have no common node. Hence, by the feasibility theorem, there is a flow which satisfies the demand d defined by (10). It is easily verified that with c and c* defined by (9), this means that there are r disjoint paths from I r to O r .
REMARKS, (a) A similar argument shows that properties I' and IF are equivalent, where /' is obtained from I by relaxing the condition on the r paths, so that it is only required that no two of them have an arc in common, and IF is obtained from // by removing the condition that the r arcs be disjoint.
(b) The corresponding theorem for unoriented graphs follows immediatly from Theorem 3.
